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However, most of this data is cluttered with
noise and lacks meaning.

There are 4.5 billion
people online today
generating nearly
3 quintillion bytes
of publicly available data
every 24 hours.

When data is mapped with cultural
context and scaled by machines, this
growing digital footprint tells us intimate
stories about who people really are, what
they are thinking, feeling, doing. And why.
It allows us to go beyond synthesizing
data to understanding human behaviour.

Human empathy at scale. This is the
imperative of our time.
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We are a multidisciplinary team
of cultural scientists, engineers
and industry professionals
working together to deliver
insights at scale into human
behaviour with more cultural
context than ever done before.

We help our clients
make better and more
informed decisions.

HUMAN DESIGNED. MACHINE SCALED.
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We understand over

70 countries

700 cities
250+ Languages

processed approximately

2 billion

images and videos and developed
expertise over multiple digital sources
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How We Work
CLIENT CHALLENGE

CULTURE SCIENTISTS + ENGINEERS + MACHINES
GATHER DATA*

CLASSIFY

APPLY CULTURAL AI

WHO

Searched

Sub-segment/Cluster

(Google. Bing, Yahoo. Baidu)

TEXT

Stated

Discussed

HOW

IMAGE

(Forums, Reviews)

Consumed
(News, Blogs)

Actionable
Insight

Experience

(All social media,
social listening platforms)

We ﬁrst engage
and align on the
objective, context
and scope of the
challenge presented

IMPACT

WHY

Culture

250 Languages x 700 Cities

VIDEO

Communication
Strategy

10,000 Cultural Concepts x 150 Countries

Online
Activation

Scale of data extraction
ranges from 100 Thousands
to 100 Million data points
* Publically available, anonymized and aggregated, GDPR compliant
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Language AI Processes Intention
OTHER AI ENGINES
“Crazy Rich Asians is super
cool!”

“Engines tag words like “Crazy” as
negative. Based on a word by word
interpretation”

Engine looks at context of the
word usage and not a single word.
Identiﬁes ‘crazy’ as positive.

“Wat the #$%^@# is going
on with JLO’s dress?! “

‘@#$%’ get ignored by AI as typos

Decodes the context of the
statement and classiﬁes it
accordingly

Received this Swiss army knife as
a gift. As soon as I touched it, I
grew a moustache and became
a navy seal.. I was born a girl

Cannot process sarcasm and will
treat this as a genuine statement.

Can recognize and ﬂag comments
as sarcasm for human
intervention.

“Incorrectly spelt words don’t get
processed!”

Recognizes typos and
automatically deciphers what is
being said

Cannot automatically switch
between languages. Limited set of
languages in repository, Cannot
process slang, local dialects eg
Singlish

Can process complex statements ,
including nuance to decode the
underlying meaning.
Can automatically process
250+ languages.

“Sound quality is good, awesome
built quality, crazy battery
backup, bluetooth is perfect,
pairs with all devices and gets 20
metres range without any
distraction. “
“Wah, I dont like he so buddy
buddy with Big Oil, but no choice
la, his position liddat loh”
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We help answer questions that matter
Help inform the customer experience, engagement and acquisition strategy, develop
targeted messaging, and engage to achieve outcomes
Example questions we address
Where are my next 10 million
customers coming from and how do
we engage with them now?

How do I create a more compelling
digital customer experience and
messaging during (and post) Covid-19?

How do we develop more effective
messaging that encourages my
customers to engage more digitally?

How do we create a more targeted
and effective brand messaging and
engagement strategy?

How do I better engage with
millennials in a way that they like to
be engaged with the most?

How is the new product proposition
and messaging testing with my
target audience during?

How do my brand values compare with What are my current and target
the actual customer experience and
customers at each segment thinking
where do we need to pivot?
about? What’s motivating them?

Based on the insights, where do we need
to pivot in our communication and what’s
the best way to execute?
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Image AI
REGULAR
Woman
Balloon
Man in Suit
Man

Families
Celebration
Evening time
Multi Cultural Crowds
Community

Puppet
Crowd

Elmo
Happy
Leisure

Lights
Street Sign

Sesame Street
50 Year celebration
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Video AI

Our AI performs a frame by
frame analysis and provides
output to our analysts.
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Sound/Dialogue Processing Engines

TRANSCRIBED BY AI
Women can ﬂy way high on
trapeze,
Women can be roller skaters.
Women can ﬁnd cures for disease,
Women can hunt alligators.

Classiﬁcation Tags
#Gender Equity
#Accomplishments
#Competence
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Solutions from insight to action
Inform

Develop

Discourse
Analysis

Segmentation

Triggers &
Barriers

Consumer
Proﬁling

Content
Segmentation

Experience
Lens

Trends
Driving
Demand

Communication
Proximity
Mapping

Nodal
Inﬂuencer

Brand
Engagement
Strategy

Communications
Strategy

Simulation
Testing

Engage

Inﬂuencer
Marketing

(via Nudge)

Targeted &
Automated
Content

Predicting
Future
Trends

Impact
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Clients proﬁles
We partner with 120+ clients across sectors and markets
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In Summary

● Multi-disciplinary team with unique
capability and service model
● Actionable insights at scale that lead to
better and more informed decisions
● Highly collaborative approach and fast
delivery of solutions
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Examples of recent client work
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Case Studies
CHALLENGE

Who are Fintech X’s current and future users, and
where can we ﬁnd them?
APPROACH
●

●
●

●
●

Identiﬁed 2000 self-declared Fintech X users across the UK, Australia, and Singapore and
analysed their public data stream to gain a deeper understanding on who they are - their
interests, motivations, and aspirations. This was done by scanning digital signals (search, social,
reviews) to identify claimed Fintech X’s users in each country.
Mapped their conversations about Fintech X as well as their larger life context.
Clustered 21,078 unique conversations using our machine learning algorithm. This allowed us
to group users into distinct segments based on their personal motivations and why they
chose to use Fintech X.
Used machine learning to build lookalike audiences in various countries. After that, we sized
and proﬁled the “lookalike” audiences in each country.
Studied their digital ecosystem to identify types of content they consume and potential
targeting criteria, e.g. the ‘Aspirers’ segment in Singapore could be found on local learning and
upskilling portals.

IMPACT

We identiﬁed the 4 core customer segments and their nuances across 3 new markets - Singapore, Australia, and Japan. This allowed our
client to prioritize high value segments and target them more precisely as they expand into new markets.
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Case study: customer acquisition / growth
CHALLENGE

Where will the next wave of 100M+
customers come from?
APPROACH
Market hypothesis was that growth will come from rural India. 70 cities
across India were analyzed via a combination of search and social
behavior to map against ofﬂine data (census data) to predict demand
across categories
Online forums, reviews, reviewer proﬁles, and product costs within each
city were gathered based on a list of 2K keywords and search trends on
the keywords and categories were analyzed
Consumers in each city were analyzed for qualitative insights and a
demand / aspirational model was built. An algorithm was built to index
different source data, normalize it, and create a ranking methodology to
the client’s master categories

The Data Stack
Online Population
Current Online
Shoppers
Search Intent

Aspiration
Barriers
Ofﬂine
Competitor
Online
Competitor

IMPACT
Insights across 25 categories were generated to create a demand map
for each category based on location (hyperlocal targeting). The most
powerful insight: immediate growth will come from underserved areas
in tier 1 cities rather than from rural.
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Case Studies
CHALLENGE

How can we measure customer experience
across our brand values?
APPROACH
●

●
●
●

810,000 consumer statements analyzed from social media and internal data
across multiple platforms in Singapore, Taiwan, Hong Kong, Indonesia, and
India.
The ‘idea’ of values was mapped and nuanced sentences were decoded by
proprietary AI tools.
Consumers speak / write differently, but when ‘translated’ — they are
communicating the same idea and / or intent.
Nuanced sentences such as "I am really not happy with brand X but my local
branch manager makes it worthwhile” were decoded at scale. This was done
using word vectorization, an open source tool that we adapted. This makes
sentences easier to categorize.

IMPACT

The client measures each customer moment (service / product)
against a brand value in real-time using a dashboard.

‘According to my
Individual needs’

‘Understands
my needs’

‘search for
things I desire’

‘see what
things I need’

‘update new
info to me’

‘suitable product
service will also
contact me’
‘Inform me
of offer'

‘proactively
provide offer’

QUILT.AI is able to process sentiment and
decode what consumers are trying to say in
250+languages including local nuance, typos
and cultural slang.
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Case Studies
CHALLENGE

How do Chinese consumers approach travel, and
who are the potential high-growth merchants to
co-brand with?
APPROACH
●

Segmented the different phases of travelling: dreaming, planning and actual trip.

●

Used at each phase a combination of search engine, domain research and social
reviews, and complemented by the AI engine to analyse the digital ecosystem
Chinese people immerse themselves in. These platforms include Chinese speciﬁc
platforms such as Weibo, Baidu, and Tripadvisor.cn.

●

In total, we analyzed over 10 million searches across 286 destinations, analysed top
travel websites through customised website popularity matrix, extracted and ran
over 9,000 social media posts through SLATE.

●

Our semiotics analysis helped uncovered subconscious expressions surrounding
what Chinese people consider to be the most popular in travel.

IMPACT

We uncovered the top attractions, hotels and restaurants that Chinese travelers were dreaming of and actually visiting, and ﬂeshed out
their motivations. We then broke down the planning process of different travellers, and unearthed the activities they found enticing during
their travels. Taken together, we were able to bring our client through the mind of the traveller when they are planning and actualising
their trip for more targeted communication, and identiﬁed high-growth merchants across 10 cities to engage with.
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Case Studies
CHALLENGE

How can Client X create clearer, more targeted
communication that appeals to its core
audience?
APPROACH

Initially, the client was using a single ad to target their audience and would like to
understand the different audience segments to customize their ad.
●

Expanded the target audience via lookalike tech by converting the client audience
into trait clusters and searching for other individuals who reﬂected similar traits.

●

Looked at a total of 8000 ads visually and linguistically using our Culture AI model.

●

Crafted a set of ads through a series of A/B tests that would appeal to each segment
(based on the ﬁndings from our culture AI) and were able to build a proximity map
that detailed how each segment reacts to visual/semiotic cues.

IMPACT

The clients communication scored low on Lifestyle cues.- i.e. high saturated colours and simple graphics - did not have a universal meaning.
Depending on the segment, the brand cued different things. For some (younger men), it cued technology and upward mobility. For others, it
cued a children brand. Following the feedback, the communication was tweaked to provide a sharper clear focus per segment.
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Case Studies
CHALLENGE

How do we identify and capitalise on
emerging trends early on?
APPROACH
●

●
●
●

Crowdsourced trends across 14 categories of interest to the client ranging
from e-commerce, payments, female entrepreneurship, small businesses,
etc.
Curated a list of relevant keywords and classiﬁed the list of keywords into
themes of “codes”, giving a nuanced insight into what topics are increasing.
Volume and rate of change is tracked on a monthly basis to assess whether
the trend is ripe to be leveraged by the client.
Total volume is used to understand relative size of a theme/code, and rate
of change is used to understand the growth trajectory of the topic (is it
declining/spiking etc).

IMPACT
The client has an ongoing dashboard that helps to track trends - helps to prioritise business cases for categories and marketing and
communications campaigns.
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Examples of Dashboards
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Examples of Content Generation
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Ready, Set,
Stitch
pooja@quilt.ai

